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evolutionary adaptations can be morally regressive yet, it seems, the evolution of positive and justifed morality are closely tied.
Despite its allure, most careful analyses of social and moral evolution have long refused to associate the evolution of positive morality and moral progress. A fundamental concern has always been that progressive views often misunderstand evolution as a teleological process aiming at a goal, rather than a causal process driven by variation, selection and transmission. Leaving aside this fundamental error, moral philosophers have been especially critical of more orthodox Darwinian accounts of morality via natural selection, pointing out that Darwin stressed the "struggle for existence" as a central organizing idea of his theory.
11
Many moral philosophers have been skeptical that this Malthusian selection mechanism systematically maps on to what is highest for humans. 12 Indeed, it was the moral valorizing of the struggle for existence and its outcomes that was so objectionable in the hands of nineteenth-century Darwinian sociologists such as William Graham Sumner. 13 So even if, say, evolution was "progressive" in some way, such as the development of complexity, many philosophers have insisted that there is no reason to think that this sort of progress constitutes, or implies, moral progress. 14 
HAYEKIAN ANALYSES OF THE EVOLUTION OF RULES AND ORDER

Cultural Evolution: variation and transmission
My aim in this essay is to take some preliminary steps towards understanding the conditions under which the evolution of positive morality is informative about true or justifed morality, without appeal to vague claims that evolution is morally 
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progressive. We cannot make headway on this problem, however, without being clearer about the idea of moral evolution, as I hope to show that different accounts have very different resources for answering our fundamental philosophical question.
I suppose here an account of moral evolution as a feature of cultural evolution, a type of analysis pioneered by F.A. Hayek, and more recently advanced by, among others, Robert Boyd and Peter J. Richerson. 15 Hayek insisted that social evolution, though it was a path-dependent process 16 that relied on competitive selection, did not rely on Darwinian natural selection. 17 Cultural evolution, says Hayek, "simulates" Lamarckian evolution because acquired characteristics -rules and institutions -are transmitted from earlier to later generations. 18 This is accomplished, he argues, through individual-to-individual transmission of socialmoral rules, crucially through imitation.
19
The more recent, and much more sophisticated, work of scholars such as Boyd and Richerson has greatly added to our understanding of cultural transmission, distinguishing conformity bias (doing as most others do), prestige bias (copying high status individuals), unbiased transmission, and various content biased transmissions such those having more vivid content. 20 It is important to appreciate that the teaching and preaching of 15. It is appropriate to commence with Hayek not simply because of the present occasion, but far more importantly, because Hayek was developing subtle accounts of moral and social evolution, complex systems and social morality from the 1950s through to the 1980s, when few social theorists would go anywhere near these topics. Well in to the 1980s the application of evolutionary thought to society was commonly associated with eugenics, imperialism and fascism. Recall the abuse heaped on E.O. Wilson for his Sociobiology: The New Synthesis (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1975) . 
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social-moral rules is an important form of transmission. 21 An evolutionary analysis requires, in addition to a transmission mechanism, sources of variation and selection. In cultural evolution, variation in social-moral rules can come from random changes, errors in transmission, drift or explicit revision.
22
This last is especially important: there is no reason why a theory of cultural evolution cannot appeal to explicit efforts to improve social-moral rules; in this sense cultural evolution is by no means simply "blind." Some might decide that a current moral rule is objectionable, and so, say start preaching an alternative. Although Hayek's evolutionary account is often criticized as having no room for conscious attempts at innovation, an evolutionary analysis requires variation, and Hayek certainly accepts that rules can be consciously altered.
Selection, Macro and Micro
It would seem that what cannot be consciously determined on Hayek's social evolutionary account is whether a cultural innovation is adaptive (but see §5). That requires competitive selection mechanisms. Hayek's account of selection is complicated, indeed more so than he often suggests. Selection occurs at both the macro and micro levels.
23
At the macro level, "the selection process of evolution will operate on the order as a whole;" what is selected, Hayek argues, is an "order of actions" that arises from numerous interacting rules, other elements of the social system and the wider environment.
24
At the macro level selection pressures operate directly on "the order This distinction between a set of rules and the order of actions to which it gives rise is a fundamental insight of Hayek's, which allows us to distinguish in our analysis the focus of selective pressure and the underlying rules, which are transmitted ( §2.1). On Hayek's analysis, a group of individuals living under a set of social rules R, composed of rules {r 1 ...r n }, will give rise to a certain abstract pattern of social interactions, O, on which macro selection operates.
26
Hayek advanced a rather strong emergentist relation between R and O, seeing R as a complex system with O as an emergent property. 27 We need not follow him quite that far. What is fundamental to the analysis is that a specifc order O X is an abstract pattern of a large number of human interactions, which does not arise from any specifc rule r, or the aggregated effects of a set of independent rules, but from a set of interacting rules in an environment E. Hayek described this as a sort of holism:
"systems of rules of conduct will develop as a whole." 28 We need, though, to distinguish two aspects of such "holism." One is simply a restatement of the idea that O as a whole is the focus of macro selection; the other is that every rule in R is dependent on every other rule. This second claim is, once again, overly strong (see §4.3) and in any event not required for a Hayekean analysis; so long as there are considerable interdependencies in R, O will possess the sort of complex, nonaggregative relation to {r 1 ...r n } that characterizes adaptive landscapes, and sets the stage for some of Hayek's crucial insights ( §3).
On Hayek's analysis macro social evolution is based on a form of group selection. Leaving nomenclature aside, a crucial claim is that if society S 1 , characterized by order of actions O 1 , is more productive than S 2 based on O 2 , society S 1 will tend to win conficts with S 2 , a mechanism akin to natural selection.
31
But perhaps more importantly, the members of S 2 , seeing the better-off participants in S 1 characterized by O 1 , may either immigrate to S 1 , or seek to copy the underlying rules R 1 , thus inducing differential rates of reproduction between the two sets of underling rules.
32
Although in some statements Hayek seems to suggest that all selection occurs at this macro level, his more nuanced view is that, while the macro level is the primary locus of selection, rule selection also takes place in the form of competition between rules within a society.
33
For a rule r to be selected, it must be contributory to a selected order, O, but it must also attract allegiance within the group of individuals who coordinate via r. Individuals are constantly testing rules to determine whether conformity suits their overall concerns; "it is, in fact, desirable that the rules should selection of individual traits within it, allowing traits that have an in-group disadvantage to be selected. "Although the existence and preservation of the order of actions of a group can be accounted for only from the rules of conduct which individuals obey, these rules of conduct have developed because the individuals have been living in groups whose structures have gradually changed. In other words, the properties of the individuals which are signifcant for the existence and preservation of the group, and through this also for the existence and preservation of the individuals themselves, have been shaped by the selection of those individuals from the individuals living in groups which at each stage of evolution of the group tended to act according to such rules as made the group more effcient." Hayek, "Notes on the Evolution of Systems of Rules of Conduct, "p. 72. This sort of group selection hypothesis is not supposed in this paper.
30. While the importance of forms of multi-level selection in biological evolution is still hotly disputed, I think there is conclusive reason to view multi-level selection as fundamental in cultural evolution. 
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be observed only in most instances and that the individual should be able to transgress them when it seems to him worthwhile to incur the odium this will cause. … It is this fexibility of voluntary rules which in the feld of morals makes gradual evolution and spontaneous growth possible, which allows further modifcations and improvements." One of the factors that determine within-group ftness of a moral rule is its ability to secure allegiance and be taught to the next generation. This is a case of content bias: rules that accord with people's moral sensibilities are more apt to be learned and transmitted. Hayek was certainly right to model micro-evolution into his account, but he was needlessly restrictive of the factors that affect cultural success and transmission.
TWO LANDSCAPES
Adaptive Landscapes in Social Evolution
Having some idea of the outlines of a Hayekean account of social evolution, we can model it a bit more rigorously as a type of "rugged landscape." Consider a simplifed version of Hayek's analysis, a set R with only two rules, r 1 and r 2 . As Hayek stressed, the rules interact, such that their effects on O are not simply aggregative ( §2.2). Legislation and Liberty) Hayek argues that the steps in cultural evolution toward large scale coordination "were made possible by some individuals breaking some traditional rules and practising new forms of conduct -not because they understood them to be better, but because the groups which acted on them prospered more and grew." For a general analysis of the role of conscious deliberation and choice of rules in Hayek, see Sandra J. Pert and David M. Levy, "Discussion, Construction and Evolution: Mill, Buchanan and Hayek on Constitutional Order," Constitutional Political Economy, vol. 19 (2008): 3-18. 36. It does no good for Hayek to claim that this moral sense is atavistic, as it was formed under conditions of living in small bands, and so should be ignored. We must remember that this is an account of the mechanisms of cultural evolution; we cannot rule out processes on evaluative or moral grounds. See The Political Order of a Free Society, pp. 153-59.
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giving rise to an NK optimization problem, which characterize many evolutionary adaptive landscapes. Figure 1 illustrates a highly simplifed version of such a landscape. 39. In many models of adaptive landscapes the points represent population average ftness; in others the points represent individual ftness, and populations are groups of points. In evolutionary modeling these different versions can lead to very different insights and problems. In the present social evolutionary context O is an individual order, not a population average. See further Sergey Gavrilets, "Evolution and Speciation on Holey Adaptive Landscapes," Trends in Ecology & Evolution, vol. 12 (August 1997): 307-312. R u l e r 1 v a r ia n ts R u l e r 2 v a r i a n t s
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interdependencies. When K=0, i.e., when there are no interdependencies between the dimensions, the landscape will not be rugged. Hayek's claim that selection operates on O, which emerges from multiple interdependent rules, however, commits him to the type of rugged adaptive landscape depicted in Figure 1 . 40 We can now see why a Hayekean cannot be a simple believer in social evolution as always leading up, up, and onward.
41
To take a simple case: if evolutionary selection focuses on two traits that are not interrelated we can model the ftness landscape as having a single peak, as in Figure 2 .
In a Mount Fuji landscape, the global optimum will be reached by a series of selected variations, no matter where on the landscape society is. In Figure 2 , we suppose that there is one trait that regulates the functional capacity of the rules to resolve altruism failure, and that this is the only feature that is selected for. This results in constant gradients from all points to the global optimum. In contrast, in a rugged landscape it R u l e r 1 v a r ia n ts R u l e r 2 v a r i a n t s
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is possible for selection to get stuck at a local optimum that is far short of the global optimum (see further §5.2). Occupying a local optimum -in Figure 1 , the top of a small hill -any near variation in either r 1 or r 2 results in a less ft order of actions.
None of this is to say that orders cannot evolve to the global optimum in a rugged landscape. One important consideration (to which we shall return, §4.3) is the basin of attraction of the global optimum. In Figure 1 the basin is large: i.e., from a number of different initial pairs of variations, there is a steady gradient to the global optimum. In other landscapes, as we shall see, the basin of attraction of the global optimum is much smaller. More generally, if different orders are spread over the landscape, some will climb to the top of higher local optima; under some conditions an order that climbs to a higher optimum (i.e., is more ft) could displace one stuck at a less ft one; if the less ft order observes the more ft, it may copy its {r 1 , r 2 } variants and, perhaps (see §5.3), "jump" to the higher optimum. But observe also that even if O, stuck at a poor local optimum, can jump to a better local optimum, this could move O further away from the global optimum. The conditions under which O will fnd the global optimum is a fundamental issue in evolutionary modeling; we shall consider some of these matters in section 4.
Evaluative Landscapes
A striking development in the last twenty years has been the application of NK Law and Social Justice, vol. 3 (2011): 70-95 . In what follows I will call the landscapes, "evaluative," "moral" and "justice" landscapes. Although in some contexts it would be important to distinguish these, the analysis presented here is suffciently general that we can treat these terms as synonymous. 
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variants {r 1 , r 2 }, the topography is now determined not by Hayekean ftness, but by the justice score of each combination of variants.
49
I thus model "justifed morality" as a function that generates a "justifed morality (or justice) score" for every order of actions that emerges from various rule combinations. Some philosophers may resist this, insisting that "true" or "justifed morality" is a single unique point (on the modeling employed here, the global optimum). So some philosophers might maintain that the global optimum is all that counts: if we are not there, we are nowhere. Attractive as this may be to many philosophers, I set aside this rather austere depiction of our moral thinking. My concern is with those philosophers willing to adopt Sen's imagery of a moral mountain range, where we are trying to climb upwards to increasingly just arrangements, while also recognizing that in some case moving to a "more just" state of affairs may in some sense lead us further from the "most just" order.
50
It is this conception of "true" morality that is captured by the evaluative landscape model.
CONDITIONS FOR THE CORRELATION OF THE TWO LANDSCAPES
The Correlation View
We now see that for the theorist of social-moral evolution to reply to the philosopher's "so what?" challenge she need not appeal to some vague idea that evolution is a mechanism of moral progress. The question is: are the adaptive and evaluative landscapes correlated? To the extent to which we have reason to suppose that the topographies of the two landscapes are positively correlated, we then have grounds for supposing that our evolved positive morality is indicative of true morality or justice. This is not to say that the fact of evolution is it itself a basic justifcatory grounds for claims about true morality or justice, but it is to say that the fact that our positive morality has evolved can ground a confdence that, to some extent, we also have made some headway towards true morality or justice.
49. I assume here that each rule varies along one evaluative dimension. 
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Suppose we are at some point a on the adaptive landscape. If the two landscapes are signifcantly positively correlated, we know that how "well we have done" from the evolutionary perspective is indicative of how "well we have done" morallyour current position m on the moral landscape. This does not entail that either a or m is a local, much less a global, optimum, though evolutionary selection drives us toward local optima, and in some cases the global optimum; neither does correlation imply that, if a is a local or global optimum on the adaptive landscape, m will be one on the moral landscape.
51
And most importantly, the correlated landscapes view does not suppose that evolutionary and moral progress march hand-in-hand (the correlation need not be 1), much less that we are climbing perfectly correlated Mount
Fuji landscapes. Because of this, the correlation view avoids one of the most dubious aspects of (some statements of) Hayek's analysis, which elsewhere I have called the "suffciency claim" -that order O has evolved is suffcient reason for us to endorse it as moral, or at least not to question it.
52
As we shall see ( §5), moral evaluation, criticism and reform make perfect sense on the correlation view. And yet it captures
Hayek's important insight that we do not know the full conditions for a perfectly just social order and could not plan one out from scratch ( §5.2). We approach justice through an evolutionary process.
51. We shall see in section 5.2 that this point has important implications.
52. I consider a slightly different version of this claim in The Order of Public Reason, pp. 420ff. As John Thrasher has pointed out to me, James Buchanan advanced similar criticisms of Hayek; see, for example, Geoffrey Brennan and James Buchanan, The Reason of Rules (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), pp. 9-10. See also Pert and Levy, "Discussion, Construction and Evolution: Mill, Buchanan and Hayek on Constitutional Order." At various places, rather than endorsing the claim that the evolution of an order is suffcient for its moral endorsement, Hayek appears to suggests that the question of moral justifcation is rationalistic and so inappropriate: morality requires "following of moral traditions that are not justifable in terms of the canons of traditional theories of rationality....The process of selection that shaped customs and morality could take account of more factual circumstances that individuals could perceive, and in consequence tradition is in some respects superior to, or 'wiser,' than, human reason...." (The Fatal Conceit, p. 75) In one sense, this is consistent with the correlation analysis presented here (that we can use evolution as indicative of the adequacy of our morality, and so "in some sense" it is a source of justifcatory wisdom), but in a more radical interpretation it seems to suggest that we cannot rationally morally evaluate our currently evolved order. O'Hear rightly criticizes this radical view, pointing out that Hayek himself engages in overall evaluative judgments; Beyond Evolution, p. From the perspective of social and cultural evolution, we currently possess an evolved system of social morality. Now, Hayek argues, we certainly can criticize and reform this morality, but our resources for thinking this criticism through will crucially depend on our presently evolved morality. Hayek's rejection of proposed revolutions based on radical moral views is not that they criticize the current evolved morality, but that they fail to consider the entire evolved system, building on only some bits of it. "I wish neither to deny reason the power to improve norms and institutions nor even to insist that it is incapable of recasting the whole of our moral system in the direction now commonly conceived as 'social justice.' We can do so, however, only be probing every part of the system of morals." 
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knowledge that no order of actions at all would result, because the moral system had become too simplifed.
This analysis of moral evaluation and reform has much in common with coherence analyses of justifed belief. On a standard coherence view, one starts with a system of belief {b 1 ...b n }, which forms a system of mutual inferences with a degree of coherence, C.
54
The aim of epistemic improvement -a body of better justifed beliefs -is to improve C by alternations (basically, deletions and additions to) {b 1 ...b n }, producing {b* 1 ...b* n }. Now we can see that {b 1 ...b n } and {b* 1 ...b* n } will be strongly correlated. This is not to say that every case of belief change will result in marginal changes, such that the two sets always will be very similar; in some cases {b* 1 ...b* n } may be a rather large jump from {b 1 ...b n }, for example where some central organizing belief of the latter had to be dropped. But over the run of revisions, the two will be strongly correlated because {b* 1 ...b* n } is largely endogenous to {b 1 ...b n }; the former is, to a large extent, the outgrowth of the latter. Not too surprisingly, just as
Hayek's view has been deemed "conservative" 55 so have coherence theories; both see the current body of rules/beliefs as assets to be conserved while improving upon them. For both, the core insight is that we can only start our thinking from where we are, so an improvement typically will be a type of conservative modifcation of where we are.
To be sure, many moral theories deny (i) and (ii). Many assert that moral knowledge is entirely independent of current positive morality (e.g., some follow
Plato in claiming to possess direct intuition of an objective, mind-independent, moral truth), or that moral improvement need not take into account the entire current system, but can select simply one part of our positive morality and employ it as the basis of a revolution in morals (as Godwin and Bentham sought to do with the greatest happiness principle). Our concern here is not to show that all proposed 
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moral theories endorse correlation (that would be absurd) but to gain a better understanding of the sort of accounts of morality that do so.
HOW TRUE MORALITY AFFECTS EVOLVED MORALITY. We have seen that on a Hayekean account, at any given time t, what we believe about true justice or morality is a function of our current cultural evolution. Causal infuence also runs in the other direction, for the positive morality evolved at t is to some extent the result of the population's views on true morality at t-1. As we saw in section 2.2, on the Hayekean analysis social evolution occurs at the micro and macro levels; especially important here is the former. At the micro level, whether any specifc rule variant r survives as part in the system of moral rules partly depends on r's tendency to be internalized and followed by the population. Again, this depends on two key claims (i) the population as a whole tends to have a reasonable grasp of justifed or true morality and (ii) the tendency of individuals to internalize and act on rule variant r is signifcantly infuenced by their understanding of true or justifed morality. This second claim does not presuppose that this understanding is the sole factor infuencing internalization and conformity. It is nearly universally acknowledged that normative guidance evolved, as it were, on top of an essentially egoistic motivational system; 56 the factors infuencing rule conformity are certainly complex.
We need only suppose here that refective normative deliberation is an important factor in determining rule conformity: rules that strike many as mistaken, unjust or unjustifable, will tend to fail to attract suffcient conformity to survive in the moral system.
57
A striking example are moral rules against homosexuality and homosexual parenting; they have been abandoned with breathtaking rapidity. to the present, moral philosophers have often insisted that inquiry into "true morality" is a specialized and technical endeavor which only some (i.e., they) have adequate competence. Importantly, endorsing claim (ii) does not require denying that philosophers have expert knowledge.
58
Scott E. Page's analysis of optimization on rugged evaluative landscapes indicates that while a group of homogenous experts (those conceiving of the problem in similar ways and employing similar approaches) will seldom get stuck at poor local optima, they do tend to get caught on "high" but suboptimal peaks. In contrast, in a diverse population of less (but not in-) competent searchers, some in the group will tend to (under certain assumptions, they defnitely will) fnd the global optimum.
59
More generally, competent diversity rather than expertise is generally the best way to explore rugged evaluative landscapes.
This has fundamental implications for understanding Hayekean morality. As 
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of improvements on the evaluative landscape, and this will affect the ftness of rule variants.
COUPLED LANDSCAPES. The analysis of this section leads to the conclusion that on certain Hayekean views the adaptive and evaluative landscapes are coupled.
Coupling of two adaptive landscapes is by no means unusual. If two species are interdependent, their adaptive landscapes will be coupled: a change in one species' adaptive landscape will produce changes in the landscape of the other. When this type of coevolution occurs we have dancing landscapes.
63
So too with the evolutionary and evaluative landscapes. Social evolution affects our views of what is morally justifable and so changes the evaluative landscape, and these understandings of moral justifability feed back into the adaptive landscape, changing the ftness of orders of actions. It is this dance that is the foundation of the moral relevance of social evolution.
Once two systems are coupled in this way, optimization dynamics become much more complex; nether system can be strictly modeled as having local optima that serve as steady attractors. Indeed, it can be diffcult to model such systems in terms of optimization at all.
64
Modeling depends here on the nature of interactions and, as we shall presently see, characteristics of each landscape. Under some conditions couplings of rugged landscapes can lead to chaotic fuctuations in each landscape.
65
Crucial to whether the coupled systems are chaotic or display order is the complexity of each maximization problem, a question to which we will now turn.
The Formal Condition for Correlation: Modest Interdependence (No Holism)
Critical to whether a rugged landscape has signifcant optima to which the system gravitates or, instead, displays chaotic features, is the complexity of the optimization problem. Recall that rugged landscapes are created by NK optimization problems: 
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we are seeking to optimize over N dimensions with K interdependencies between the dimensions ( §3.1). Recall also that if K=0, the N dimensions are independent, and we are faced with a simple aggregation problem: as we increase our success on any dimension we move higher on the landscape. However, as Kaufmann stressed in his analysis, if we have a number of dimensions and interdependencies are very high, the landscape will be fully random.
66
Let us call a high dimensional landscape one in which many dimensions display a large number of interdependencies, at the limit each dimension is affected by all others. In terms of social evolution, in a high dimensional landscape there is no systematic relation between the ftness of O and its one-rule variant mutation. Such landscapes have a very large number of poor local optima.
67
The crux of such high dimensional landscapes is that the ftness (or, more 
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As K decreases (i) the number of local peaks decreases, (ii) the slopes lessen, so that the basin of attraction of the optima are wider (the same optimum is reached from a wider array of starting points), and (iii) the peaks are higher. What is required is that the landscapes waltz, not jitterbug.
All of his constitutes something like a possibility proof; under some conditions the two landscapes are correlated, and when this occurs, knowing that our social morality is adaptive tells us something important about true morality. The conditions for the correlated landscape answer to the philosopher's fundamental question are certainly non-trivial -but not, I think, implausible. I have argued elsewhere that evaluative judgments have modest interdependencies.
73
Whether the social evolutionary adaptive landscape is low/modest or high-dimensional is a critical issue to be investigated. On the one hand, it certainly is plausible to suppose that cultural traits are highly interconnected, forming complex systems with 
Does Social Evolutionary Analysis Condemn Intentional Moral Change?
Focusing on the formal features of the landscapes also helps us make progress on a second question that is repeatedly raised about evolutionary accounts such as Hayek's: do they provide a basis for deliberative criticism and intentional reform of our morality? Hayek depicts an order of actions O as a emergent property that arises out of a complex and self-organizing system of moral rules, R. He repeatedly stresses that because R is a complex system, its micro behavior cannot be predicted or controlled.
76
It is because of this complexity, and our resultant inability to engineer the system, that Hayek so stresses self-organization and evolution. 
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rationally design a moral system, he famously argued, is a fatal conceit.
78
But all this would appear to undermine the effcacy of conscious criticism and reform; if we cannot predict the consequences of changes in our moral system, all moral reform would seem to be a shot in the dark. Thus many believe that Hayek is committed to a Burkean reverence for traditional moral rules, which have critical functions in our order of actions that we cannot fully understand.
79
Indeed Hayek associates himself with the Whig tradition, which includes Burke, 80 but Burke was suspicious of moral change; it would seem that an evolutionary view such as Hayek's, despite its protestations, must follow suit.
The analysis of the previous section helps us sort out this problem. If R is a highly complex system characterized by a very high dimensional landscape, then indeed a small variation in one rule r can result in an order O with a drastically different height (value). This may lead to caution about changing our existing moral rules; any small change in R and we could fall far down.
81
However, under these circumstances, the observation that our current morality has evolved (i.e., is adaptive) would not itself provide much support for "moral reverence" towards our existing order. Unless this chaotic moral landscape is tied extraordinarily closely to the adaptive landscape -unless, essentially, every point a on the adaptive landscape is linked to a unique m on the moral landscape -the same level a of evolutionary adaptation will display signifcant degrees of freedom in relation to a set of points {m 1 ...m n } with which it is correlated. But if the evaluative system suffers from complexity catastrophe, the points within {m 1 ...m n } are not correlated with each 81. Or, then again, also way up. On this model we need to add risk aversion to get reverence. Of course other, more specifc, models could lead to Burkean reverence. Consider a landscape that has few high peaks that are far apart, each with very sharp slopes, with the rest of the terrain being low and fat. If one thought we are currently at a local optima we would not budge, for fear of falling off a cliff.
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other; thus any given a is linked to a set of uncorrelated evaluative points. If so, we cannot infer anything about the goodness of the current rules from the adaptiveness of a, even if we are currently high on the adaptive landscape.
Assume instead that the evaluative landscape models a system with low/modest interactions that is correlated with a low/modest dimensional adaptive landscape.
In such an evaluative landscape the basins of attraction of good optima are large, the slopes gentle. Here we need not be worried that moral change will have disastrous results. We could get it wrong and descend a bit on the evaluative landscape, or we could get it right and ascend. But the fact that our current morality has evolved will not lead us to be terrifed of the moral results of moral reform. And when the adaptive landscape is similarly low dimensional, we will not fear the social ftness consequences of moral change. It is certainly possible that moral change could move us down an adaptive gradient, 82 but if the adaptive landscape is not highly rugged (i.e., highly dimensional), even if the evaluative and adaptive landscape are highly correlated, we would not expect sudden losses in social ftness.
Reform v. Revolution: The Importance of Neighborhoods
Given this, however, we might be driven to ask: what is left of the Hayekean project?
While in my view his work on social and moral evolution is independently valuable, in his larger project these elements were marshaled in support of his master claim in social and political philosophy that planning is infeasible. A standard criticism of the infeasibility claims is that his support of deliberate moral criticism and change shows that we can, after all, predict the consequences of social change, and so planning is, after all, possible.
I have argued that, if Hayek's analysis is to avoid a complexity catastrophe, the landscapes must be low/modest dimensional, which does indeed allow moral reform, and so "reverence" for current positive morality is indeed inappropriate.
This, though, does not lead to "planning" if, as did Karl Popper, we mean by it a synoptic social engineering that seeks to build the entire system according to some 82. This is a way of modeling O'Hear's point that the best norms may run "counter to survival." Beyond Evolution, p. 3. This clearly has limits.
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blueprint. Popper contrasted such utopian planning to "piecemeal" reform, seeing
Hayek as an opponent only of the former.
83
Our question, then, is: does Hayek's evolutionary analysis provide grounds for this distinction, allowing "piecemeal" reform of our morality, but not utopian reconstruction from the ground up? It should be stressed that while utopian economic plans have faded since Hayek wrote The
Road to Serfdom, 84 contemporary moral and political philosophy is to a large, and perhaps increasing, extent committed to the production of utopian moral schemes.
85
So if his analysis speaks against them, this is of some importance.
And it does. I have stressed that in low dimensional evaluative landscapes where slopes are modest and basins of attractions of high peaks are large, moral reform is well-grounded. We only have to make small variant decisions, and our concern is usually to climb a gradient (but see below). We do not need really powerful predictive tools about the overall effects of moral changes on the order of actions (see §5.3); as Popper stressed, if we get a piecemeal change wrong, we can climb back to where we were, and try again to move in an ascending direction. The costs are apt to be modest. However even in low dimensional landscapes correlation obtains only in some neighborhood; locations outside the correlation neighborhood are fully uncorrelated with respect to one's present location.
86
Thus in any move outside one's present neighborhood to position u, the value of one's current order of actions (on the evaluative landscape) provides no information about the moral value of u. Thus accuracy in determining the value of u depends entirely on the power of the predictive models employed.
This is the heart of the Hayekean critique of utopian moral change; it is purely rationalistic in the sense that its success entirely depends on models for predicting the order of actions O that will emerge from a set of rules R. 
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language tends to suggest that it is well-nigh impossible to predict the order to which a given R produces, we certainly need not go that far. It enough to observe that the predictive models have large variances, and different perspectives employ different predictive models (see further §5.3).
87
To rely entirely on such models can lead us to unexpectedly awful parts of the adaptive and evaluative landscapes. Thus, because as we move further from our current location our present value (on both the adaptive and moral landscapes) is decreasingly informative of the value of the proposed change, and so we are thrown back entirely on predictive models of at best uncertain accuracy, utopian schemes of moral revolution are much too like shots in the dark.
A caveat is order. I said above that moral reform will typically be a matter of gradient climbing, and in low dimensional landscapes with large basins of attraction for high peaks, this will indeed usually be the case. But a society that only climbs gradients is also one that is apt to get caught at local optima.
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In some cases we may occupy a poor local optimum and have a not-so-distant better moral optimum that is suffciently approximate in its social and institutional character that we can have reasonable confdence in our predictive models. 
Moral Deliberation and Predictive Modeling
Fundamental to the analysis of the previous section is the claim that all moral reform relies on predictive models, and utopian reform entirely on them (i.e., they cannot suppose correlation with present values). This may seem odd on a rule-based account of morality. On what we might call a strict "morality-as-rules" view, 91 in reforming a moral order we simply examine some constituent rule r, and ask whether we approve of it, whether it is justifed, or whether it is part of true 91. Sen has called this "institutional fundamentalism," which he mistakenly believes is Rawls's view. morality. If we decide that it is not, we look for some variant r* that passes some test of moral justifability, and replace r with r.* We could, in principle, perform this deliberation in relation to any order, regardless of how different from ours. We could simply refect on the rules and give our judgment (an all-too-common method in moral philosophy). For Hayek, of course, this is not suffcient; our ultimate concern is the order of actions that emerges from the system of rules. And that means that our decision whether to replace r with r* depends on the application of a predictive model, which tells us what an order O* with r* would look like. This is not really an unusual form of rule-based moral evaluation. John Rawls proposes a similar procedure in his interpretation of Kantian ethics.
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As is wellknown, one of Kant's formulations of his famous categorical imperative requires that a person tests the maxim of her act by seeing whether she could will it as a law of nature. Rawls reinterprets this in terms of a four-step CI [Categorical Imperative] procedure. The frst three steps on the CI procedure are fairly straightforward. One commences by adopting a maxim:
(1) I am to do X in circumstances C in order to bring about Y. (Here X is an action and Y a state of affairs).
The second step generalizes the maxim at the frst to get:
(2) Everyone is to do X in circumstances C in order to bring about Y.
At a third step we are to transform the general precept at (2) into a law of nature to obtain:
(3) Everyone always does X in circumstances C in order to bring about Y (as if by a law of nature).
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It is the fourth step that leads us to predictive modeling. We are to consider the "perturbed social world" that would result from the addition of this new law of nature and seek to understand the new "equilibrium state" on which this perturbed social world would settle. This social world emerges upon the new law of nature in Thoughtful philosophers such as Kitcher struggle to capture the normative signifcance of the fact that our evolved morality makes human social life possible while preserving the ethical project as a conscious, critical, stance that can reform our evolved morality according to our normative ideals. That is clearly the fundamental task for evolutionary ethics -indeed, for any plausible moral theory.
In this paper I have tried to take some initial steps to think a bit more carefully about how evolutionary and critical morality might be related. I believe that is this context NK models are helpful.
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When we depict the problem in these terms, we can more 94. Ibid., p. 500. analyze is not a mere abstract possibility, but one which, if not precisely implicit in his thought, can be easily reached from it. Like all living things the Hayekean project is subject to evolutionary pressures; here, at least, I hope evolution and progress march together.
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can also blind us to important features of the phenomenon. Like any good tool, a good model helps greatly in the right context, but a one-tool toolkit quickly runs into problems. Clichés can be insightful: to one who only has a hammer, everything really can look like a nail.
